
Photo Research & Permissions Strategist - 
Part-time - Remote
$30.00/hour, 10 hours/week for 4 weeks

About the project and organization: Hello Prosper is an arts education brand for teens and young 
adults to learn about their Asian American and female identity through storytelling. Our flagship 
product, five-years in the making, is a highly illustrated non-fiction YA title that highlights 14 short 
stories of Asian women pioneers around the world that empowers the next generation of leaders. We 
are looking for a passionate photo research and permissions strategist that can help take this project 
to the finish line and into the hands of our community. 

Must have a passion for:

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DE&I)

Asian American/Feminist Studies

Going on the “a treasure hunt” for primary source information

Identifies as a problem-solver

We’d love to hear from you if you have...

2+ years as a research practitioner, business administrator, and publishing experience in a 
traditional publishing house

Experience in using various research methodologies to locate unique photographs/supporting 
evidence, including pivoting research methodologies if a lead reaches a dead end

Impeccable written and verbal communication skills

Ability to distill dense information into concise nuggets of content

Diligence in following up communication to close the loop on each task

Your day-to-day will look like:

Collect and annotate (Chicago style) royalty-free images and document receipts

Coordinate permissions, negotiate contracts, and approvals for licensing of content

Foster relationships with vendors and clients

Doing additional research to identify new images to include in the book 

Applicants are required to use their own computers, wifi, and phone as this is a virtual position. 

Send resume and sample correspondence emails (sensitive info can be grayed out) to 
kellylan.writes@gmail.com

“Every crisis, actual or impending, needs to be viewed as an opportunity to bring about profound changes in our 
society. Going beyond protest organizing, visionary organizing begins by creating images and stories of the 
future that help us imagine and create alternatives to the existing system.” - Grace Lee Boggs

https://www.helloprosper.co/

